Brigadier General (Res.) HASSON HASSON

Brig. Gen. (Res.) Hasson Hanson embodies the strong alliance between the Druze community and the State of Israel. As someone who served in the IDF for more than three decades, with the majority of his service spent engaged in classified activity, Hasson's contribution to Israel's security is invaluable, though its extent may never be fully disclosed.

Hasson was born in 1963 in Daliyat al-Carmel. His father, Fachri Hasson, was the first member of the Druze community to become an IDF officer, taking part in four Israeli wars as a combat officer. When Hasson enlisted in the IDF in November 1981, he knew he would follow in his father's footsteps and serve in a combat role.

After emerging from the shadows of the intelligence world, in 2008, Hasson served as Military Secretary to President Shimon Peres, and later to President Rivlin. During his tenure, Hasson succeeded in building an extraordinary system of ties and cooperation between the two presidents and leaders of Arab countries.

Hasson completed the squad commanders' course with honors before continuing to the officers' course, after which he served as a platoon and company commander in the 17th Battalion combat officer. When Hasson enlisted in the IDF in November 1981, he knew he would follow in his father's footsteps and serve in a combat role. Hasson began his military career in the Jerusalem Brigade.
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